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EXPLANATORY :MEMORANDUM 

I. Energy Efficiency Background 

Improving the efficiency with which energy is consumed has long been a central theme of 
energy policy within the European Community. Improved energy efficiency reduces energy 

_ consumption, thereby reducing the use of finite energy resources as well as ·the dependence 
on energy resources imported from outside the CommunitY. There is also a corresponding 
reduction in the generation of pollutants associated with energy production and use, including 

_ emissions to the atmosphere of carbon dioxide (C02), the major cause of the greenhouse 
· effect. As described below; the Member States agreed in October 1990 to stabilise carbon 
dioxide emissions in the Community by the end of the century and increased energy 
efficiency has a key role to play if this objective is to be achieved. Moreover, there is very 
considerable scope for energy efficiency improvements which are economic, that is the value 
of the energy saved repays the cost of the efficiency improvements within a few years or less. 
Such measures can therefore improve the competitive position of industry and commerce in 
the Community, since less energy is used for a given output and, by similarly reasoning, they 
can also improve the economic welfare of domestic energy users. A series of initiatives have 
therefore been agreed at Community level on improving energy efficiency. 

There is also an internal market dimensionto some energy efficiencyinitiatives, in that they 
can involve requirements for energy-using equipment which is traded Within the Community, 
for example domestic appliances. In order to prevent potential barriers to trade, these 
requirements need to be harmonised at Community level. The internal market also requires 
industry and commerce to be operating under similar conditions across the Community as far 
as practicable, thus reinforcing the need for comparable efforts between Member States on 
energy and associated environmental initiatives. The precise framing of measures to improve 
energy efficiency however, will often need to take account of differing national circumstances 
and opportunities and, where there is no overriding need for action at Community level, may 
be left to national competence, in line \;Vith the principle of subsidiarity. These different 
considerations, of common energy and environmental objectives, of internal market 
considerations, and of the principle of subsidiarity, provide the background to the evolution 
of energy efficiency initiatives, as described in the following paragraphs. 

On 15 January 1 985<1> the Council adopted a Resolution inviting the Member States to pursue 
and increase their efforts to promote the rational use of energy. Vigorous efforts on energy 
saving were again called for in the Council's Resolution of 16 September 1986<2> on energy 
policy objectives for 1995, which included the objective of improving the efficiency of 
energy use by at least 20% by that date. In the ensuing period of low energy prices,- however,· 
it became clear that the level of effort had in general declined and that the 1995 energy, 
efficiency objective would not be reached, despite the continued underlying justifications-for 
improving energy efficiencies and, in paiticular, the increasing concerns related to· the · 
greenhouse effect. 

These concerns were addressed in the Single European Act, which entered into force in 1987, 
which added an Article<3> to 'the Treaty requiring Co_mmunity actions relating to the 
environment to have among their objectives the prudent and rational utilisation of natUral 
resources and the protection of the environment. 

(I) 

(2) 

(3) 

OJ No C 20, 22~1. 1985, p: 1. 
OJ No C 241, 25.9.1986, p. 1. 
Article 130r of the Single European Act, 1987. 
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"Because of. the particular importance ... ·· electricity in the energy sector, Wi tl; dt:ctricity 
·. generation accounting for about 35% of;. ·at primary energy use a••.d h.bout 30% orinan-made . 

C02 e~issi?ris to ~e_atmosphere;the_~'-' ,idl.adopted a D_edsion ~n 5 Ju_n~ 198~1 establishinf . · 
. a Commumty action programme form _Tovtng the efficiency c.: ekctnctty use, (PACE)'4 

. 

. This Decision calls for the managem( tt of actions ~i ~hin th::. lvJ .--1ber States, with . the 
Commission playing a-coordinating role an~, vvhere. appropria~e, leading its _own· actions. · · 

. 0~ 29 OCtober 1990 a .combined Em~:·gyfEnvirom:ilent C~tinc;lagreed the obj.ecti~e of 
stabilising C02 emissions in the .Conmunity by the. year 2000 at 1990 levels. ·A 
Communication from the Commission tc the Couricif<S> setting out a strategy to help achieve 
this objective ~as subsequently prepared and presented ~~o the CounciL · 

· • in p~rticular, a maJor role i~ achie~ng C02 ehtission reductions is for~seenthrougb improved· 
energy efficiency and on 29 October 1991 the Decision establishing the SAVE programme<6), 

. to give a new impetus to the· promotion of energy efficitmcy in the <::;ommunity, Was adopted 
J.>y the Council. This document sets out . the kind of actions to be · pursued under the 
programme, which .include iriitiatives in all energy consuming areas of the economy, (homes, 
buildings; the transport sector,. industry, etc.), and the methOds to be adopted for their . · 
promotion, (information, voluntai)r agre~ments, legislation on standards, training, promotional · 
campaigns, etc). A. specific proposal for a (ouncil Directive was subsequently made by the 
Commission in this framework requiring action, in line with the subsidiarity ·principle, . by 

.Member States to iniprov:e energy 'efficiency in a series of areas, including" the energy 
certification of buildings, billing actual energy .use in multioccupancy building~, the .regular 
inspection and boilers and .promoting energy audi~ in businesses. The Directive<7) .. was . 
adopted on 13 September 1993. · 

II. . . Initiatives On Household Equipment and Refrigeration Appliances- · 

As n·oted above however, certain energy efficiency meas~res, in particular those applying to 
tradeable goods, must be established on a common-Commuriity-wide basis~ in order to prevent 
potential barriers to trade. In this respect, both the PACE and SAVE programmes foresee 
initiatives . to iqtprove the energy effi9iencies of domestic ·energy. using · equipment. A · 
Directive eSta.blishiqg energy· efficiency performance stan!iards for domestic boilers;. the first 

. ·such directive ofits kind~ was adopted,_on21 May 1992<8> and a Framework Dite¢ve on the 
labelling and other provision· of standard information on _the energy use of household 
appliances was adopted by the Council on 22 September 1,992<9>. The Commission has 
adopted on 21 January 1994<10~ the Applicati'on Directiye for labeJling of hous~hold 
refrigeration appliances. · · · ... : . 

Household appliances account for about tWo thirds. of electricity coO:'sumption in the do~estic 
sector and .offer significant potential for further improvements in their energy efficiencies: 
A workshop was therefore organised by the Commission il)November 1990 to-exam~ne how · 
best to try to realise. the potential improvements in appliance efficiencies. All major actors 
in this area, including representatives of appliance manufactur~rs, national adrilini'strations, 
retailers; electricity/ supply companies, consumers, standard bodies, researchers· and other , . . . . . 

<4> .OJ No L 157, 9.6:1989, p .. 32 -the acrony~ is 'rrom the n~e in French: Pr~gramme 
d'action oommunautaire visant a amelioter l'efficacite de }'utilisation de l'electricite. . . 

<s> SEC(91) l744 of 1,4 October 1991: . . . 
. (

6>. OJNo.·L 307,-8.11.1991; p,_34- Specific A~tiQns for yigourous~Energy Efficiency, 
· .~. · Council Decision o( 29 October. 1991 (9ItS651£EC). · · · 

- -~7) -- OJ-No L 237, 22.9.1993>-p. 2~. -\· .. 
' 00 .-OlNo L.l~7,.21.6.1992;·.p.l't :c··-- .. ' ·-

(9) - ·- .. · .. ·. . .... ·.-
. OJ No L 297,. 13.10.1992; p. 1'6. 

(10} . . . .. . . . . 

-· .. 
·,: .·.:· .. 

. '·- : OJ No L 45, 17.1.1994/p; L. '·.:·· .. · 
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-- experts· were invited, and over 120 participants attended. In the light of the' disq.1ssions 
during this workshop, the Commission has been following a dual approach of firstly 
promoting greater awareness by consumers of the availability of more energy efficient models 

· of appliances, and seco)ldly by directly promoting t~e production of more efficient appliances 
by manufacturers. The labelling and standard prD9uct information Framework Directive 
mentioned above, together with Application Directives for the different appliances which will 
follow, correspond to the first approach. On the second approach, that is directly promoting 
energy efficiency improvements at the production stage, again two lines of action were 
pursued. The first concerned work on the setting of "floor ·level" mandatory energy 
efficiency performance standards for domestic appliances which must be met or exceeded by . 
manufacturers and the. second concerned investigating · the possibilities for agreements by 
appliance manufacturers to improve appliance efficiencies on a voluntary basis. 'It is also 
possible that both lines could be adopted together; a mandatory requirement for a floor level 
of efficiencies and a voluntary agreement for further improving appliances above this floor 
level. · 

To date the Commission's efforts in this area have been concentrated on domestic 
refrigeration ~;~.ppliances<ll) because they are the most important energy consuming domestic 
appliance with the greatest energy savings potential, and also because procedure~ for 
measuring the energy use of such appliances have: been agreed<12>. Moreover, in January 
1992, the Commission received a notification from the Netherlands administration of its 
intention to iptroduce man9atory efficiency standards for domestic r~frigeration appliances 
sold ·in their country. As a potential barrier to free trade in the Community, the Commission 
suspended this initiative, with the intention of formulating a Community-wide proposal for· 
standards for such appliances, as empowered under Directive 83/189/EEC<13>. . · · 

·In the light ofthis development, the Commission organised a second workshop in April 1992 
to discuss the methodologies for setting energy. efficiency standards, in particular for 
refrigeration appliances, to which all interested parties were again invited. At the workshop, 
a number qf representatives of the appliance manufacturing industry, and of some Member 
States, stressed the. need to continue to fully investigate the possibilities for voluntary 
agreements by the industry to improve appliance efficiencies. Exploratory discussions on this 
topic were therefore held between representatives. from the industry and in particular of 
CECED, the European association of appliance manufacturers, and· Commission officials 
assisted by various experts. . · · , · · 

A number of meetings. were held and letters exchanged from May-to October 1992, with the 
Member State administratipns being kept continually informed. Throughout the discussions, 
the Commission maintained that a satisfactory voluntary agreement would have to include 
three main elements: i) commitments by manufacturers accounting for most of the appliances 
sold on the Community market (say 80% to 90% at least), ii) quantified commitments to 
significant improvements in the energy efficiencies of the appliances they produce over a 
reasqnable timescale, and iii) an effective monitoring scheme with some_ degree . of 
independence to monitor the energy efficiency improvements achieved . 

. The energy efficiencies of refrigeration appliances currently available. on the market vary 
considerably for the same type and volume of appliance, some models indeed using one half 
or less electricity than. other models. Nor are more efficient appliances necessarily more 
expensive, reflecting the fact that improvements in efficiencies can be achieved for relatively 
low costs. Furthermore, improving the energy efficiency of refrigerators is economically 
interesting, since the value of the ·electricity saved overshoots the little extra .cost for the 
consumer. The payback time for such an improvement is in the order of one to two years 

<H> Refrigerators, freezers, and combinations of these. 
<12> European ·Committee for Standardisation Standard EN 153 of May 1990. 
<B> OJNoL 109, 26.4.1983,-p. 8.andOJNoL 81,26:3.1988, p. 75 .. 
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arid thus, given the average 12 years-lifetime of a -refrigerator; this will resUlt in a net . 
ecqnomic advantage forthe· con.sumer. · · 

. . . . 
.· . 

The ·provision of information on the energy consumption of refrigeration appliances, as 
·required under the relevant Directives described above, will make consumers ni'ore aw'afeof 
this aspect in th~ir purchasing decisions, but the increase in the sales of more energy efficient 
appliances resulting from this is likely to be somewhat limited. This is beeause other factors 
are in general more important for the consumer in arriving at the purchase decision, such as . 
the size, appearance, and particular faciliti~s offered by, the appliance. A mand~tory "floor. · 
level" efficiency requirement is therefore needed to prevent.- the continued sale of appliances . 

·on the market with -low en¢rgy ~fficiencies. · The labelling and product information ·scheme 
is nevertheless ·required to enhance competition and a)vareness on·energy efficiency above the 
"floor level", and the two measures are therefore seen as both complementary and essential. · 

- The present proposal for a Directive indeed has been drafted so as to be compatible With the· 
Application DireCtive on the . energy labelling and provision of information· for· do~p.estic 
refrigeration appliances. · - . . . - · . . · . · · · · · · - ~ · _ · _ · 

. ·The r~frigetatio~ appliance manufacturing industry are h~ving to ·face aQOther ch8Jlenge' 
mptivated byenvironmerital protection measures, namely the phasing out ofthe useofCFC's · 
(chlorofluorocarbons), .aCtive in destroying the ozone layer in the atmosphere: Substitute 
materials for both.the.insulation and for the cooling circuit.fluid in refrigeration equip!Dent 
have been developed, which only reduce overall appliance efficiencies by a few percent and 
in some cases not ~t all. Some-coinmentators_have~raised this. issue as a complication in 
meeting eQergy efficiency standards but since the proposed efficiency standards· - can_ be 
relatively easily met using existing technology, the. phasing· out of CFC's does not'jm~sent 
of_ itself a significant problem in this respect, ·.It is· perhaps true however that specialised 
design and product development statfin the industry are currently occupied with-the problems 

. of introducmg CFC substitutes, giving less time for other. new requirements, although it is 
also. true that they should often be able t~:>work on-developing mo~els with imprpved energy 
efficiencies at .the same time. . . . 

III. . Setting the Efficiency Standards 

: Because the electricity consumption of refrigeration appliances .is a function of their volu~e,. 
·. as well as th~ir performance characteristics ( eg. star rating or coonng power, automatic 

defrosting, etc.), efficiency~standards in the proposed Directive are established as a functio11·· 
of vol1;1riie; with a different equation for.· each defined ,category of appliance. In fact. the 

.. • "8:djusted volume", which is a weighted suni of the volumes. of -.the . different temperature 
compartments-in a given appliance, is used as th'e main independent .variahle. The different 
categories reflect the main typ~s· of _appliance based on their performai:tce features. ·.For · , 
example, a distinction is made between a refrigerator with a one star frozen food conipart:ment 
and <?De with 'a 'three star compartment, . The first type of compartr~;ent.is to keep food at 

. -69 Cor. below, whilst the second has an upper temperature limit of -18° C. ·The appliartces 
therefore have~ different performance sp~cifications and can be expected .. to have different 

-energy consumptions. Appliances within a category however can ~e compared and differences · . 
between their' electricity consumptions will result majnly from their energy efficiencies, for .. 
example reflecting di.fferences in ·the thickness of the insulation in. the walls of the appliances. · 

. Eight ~ategories .of 'appliance were adopted, (with a. special allowance factor for no-frost 
facilities), as explained in Annex lto the proposed Directive .. Some commentators.have .· 
suggested further subdivision of categories,· to reflect other energy consuming features which 
are available. The Commission does not feel further sub!iivisions appropriate however, since 
the. combinations of possible features and therefQre categories would ·thert . substantially 
increase.and make- the scheme unworkable. Moreover, manufacturers can relatiy-ely easily · 
take meastires to improve efficiencies further if necessary Within a given category to 
compensate foe any additional and relatively· minor energy consuming features . 

... - . . . . -' 



In order to give the appliance manufacturing industry time to adapt whilst ensuring progress 
to an achievable and economic level of efficiencies, two Jevels of minimum efficiency 
standard are envisaged; the first to take effect after three years from adoption of the Directive, 
and the second level of standards, about four years thereafter. The first level of efficiency 
standards, defined for each appliance category, are .based on the so called "statistical 
approach". In this approach standards are set which eliminate the least energy efficient 
appliances comprising a certain proportion of all appliances currently available on the·market. 

. As has been described, the efficiencies of many of these models can be improved relatively 
easily and at only modest extra cost. This reflects the low level of attention currently given 
to energy efficiency for a significant share of appliances produced. The first standard· has 
therefore been set to give .an avera~e improvement in efficiencies of about 10% - this 
relatively modest improvement affecting on average around half of the models available on 
the market in 1992. The average increase in purchase price resulting from the introduction 
of the first level of energy efficiency standard will be a little over 1%. The actual purchase 
price and electricity price are the values which determine the life cycle cost from the 
consumer's perspective. Both for electricity prices and other costs (change in the labour cost, 
cost of raw materials and other production cost) sensitivity analysis have been carried out and 
show that there are _no significant changes and the overall conclusions are yery robust. 
Although, it is technically feasible to design and produce refrigerators and_freezers consuming 
significantly less energy than today's models, the first level of energy efficiency standards is 
far· away from the life cycle cost minimum and has a very short pay-back time of a little over 
one year. · · 

It is envisaged that the second level of ~tandards would be defined using a technical/economic 
approach. Under this m~od, the· efficiency requirements set for each category are based on 
the performance of a .hypothetical appliance of that category incorporating all energy · 
efficiency improvements which will then be technically feasible and economic, the economic 
criteri_on being that the extra cost of the particular measure has a pay-back in terms of the . 
electricity saved of about 3 years or less. In current circumstances, the efficiency levels 
defined by this approach are on average·about 30% more demanding than the levels defined 
by_ the statistical approach, indicating that the first level of standards is still a considerable 
way from the optimal economic efficiency level defined by the technical/economic approach. 
Moreover, whilst the economic optimum is effectively the optimum for the consumer, it 
would be even more demanding if the external costs of the electriCity saved (e.g. reduced C02 
emissions) were also taken into account, or if electricity prices were to increase in relative 
terms. In fact it is envisaged that this second level of standards, and the date for their entry 
into force, would be fixed definitively on the basis of a new study and consultation with' 
interested parties to be carried out about one year after the entry into force of the first level 
of standards. · In this way all the latest relevant data, such as the cost and feasibility of the 
various technical options, as well as the operation of the first level of standards, can be taken 
into account at that time. · · 

. The first level of standards proposed in this Directive are based on the results of a 
comprehensive study carried out for the Commission by a grouping of national, independent 
energy and environmental.agencies<14> and on which the appliance manufacturing industry, the 
Member State administrations, and other interested parties were consulted at all stages. As 
part of this study, the impact of the proposed standards on the models of appliances currently 
being produced by the different manufacturers were estimated . 

. (14) · Study for the Commissi-on of the European Communities on energy efficiency standards 
for domestic electrical refrigeration appliances, carried out jointly by the three national 
energy/environmental agencies; NOVEM (NL), ADEME (FR) and DEA (DK), (Interim 
Report July 1992, Final Report March 1993). · · 
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IV. ·Impacts on the Industry 

. The impact of introducing the first lev~l of ~inimum ~efficien~y stRndards ~n· the European 
·manufacturing industry .depends on a,.hrrge number o( factors: the proportion· of each 
manufacturer's model range·which already exceeds the minimum effi.ciency·staridard level; 

-the riolllfal model' update cycle, and the riumbefof models which would have been-launched 
or updated without minimun:i efficiency-standards~ the available options for making design . 

):hanges which will meet the relevant minimum effi.ciencystandard level; the extent to wJ'lich ·· 
the cost .of compliance to minimum effi.ciency standa:r~s, if any, can arid will be passed on 

· .to purchas~rs. · ~ · · · · · 

About 50% of the 1992 ~odel range would have been . eliminated if the first level of 
minimum efficiency standards was :introduced overnight. This is very much an .hypothetical. 
"worst ·case" scenario, based on the unlikely assumption that suppliers could not introduce 

· new models or modify existing models to meet the minimum effi.ciency standard, and that the · : 
model range will, consist only of 1992 models or additional models with the same energy · · 
efficiency .. However; it is considered highly likely that new models Will be introduced, fo~. 
the· following reasons: a period of tpree year notice, is foreseen betWeen the adoption of' 
minimum efficiency standards and their implementationr During this period most suppliers 

• would have. replaced a third of their ·model· range· in a,ny. case, so there will be considerable 
opp_qrtunity to make minimum efficiency standard-compliance one of the design criteria for 

· the new models; niost refrigerator and freezer models which failto comply With ~he minimum · 
. efficiency standard levels are:retativefyclose to the minimum efficiency stan~ard-cutoff, fairly 

· minor design changes· would ·enable :them to comply,· arid the materials. and components 
. involved ,are. rion;.proprietary and available from ·a range of suppliers. ' ' . 

Many of the models which will be eliminated are the less efficient variants of otherwise· 
. complying models. In these cases, .the manufacturers concerned already have a model·v~ant 
that can. comply with the proposed minimu~ efficient standard. ·level. Their only cost of 
compliance with minirnum efficiency standards will be t9 change their component sourcing . 

. practices to ensure that minimu111 efficiency standard levels are consistently achieved:. · · 

Given the improvement in energy-efficiency which would be expected even in the normal 
course of events {in the last twenty years an average efficiency improvement of about 2% per . 

. . year has been achieved by manufactUrers)~ the proporti(!n of appliance models failing to meet· 
the first level . of minimum efficiency standards would be significantly less in . 1998 than in · 
1992 even··without special effort to meet them. Because of the high saturation of the 

. Community market, sales are mainly due to replacement of faulty appliances and to new · 
. households; therefore sales are not very sensitive to price fluctuation and so the very small 

price increase will not hinder sales not will it distort the market. .Manufacturers will be able· 
· to pass the· producti_on cost increase to consumers _and the intrc1uCtion of -a minimum 

efficiency standard. Will increase. rilan!lfacturers tUrnover: ·At the sam~ time competitiveness · 
.of the CommunitY manufactUring industry will be increased in almost every refrigerator 
category .. Because the least efficient.models are imported from countries with a less advanced 
manufacturing infrastructure, typically from Central and Eastern Europe, import of inefficient . 
refrigerators Will de<;:rease and at the same tim~ export to countries. outside, where minimum . 
efficiency staridard ·have already or will be soon adopted, will increase .. Therefore, it car:t be 

. concluded that the lever of minimum efficiency, standard and the adoption time proposed are 
·not expected to create major difficultY for European refrigerators and freezer manufacturers, 
on the contrary increase .their competitiveness on the world scene. · · 

. . .' ~ . - . . . 

V. -Administrative Arrangements Proposed 
., . . . . ·-_. .. 

As· tp the ad~inistrative arrangements proposed,· w:ell defined· systems lia~e been developed 
·· atComm·uni_ty level on technical 'harmonisation and.standards,_as a central paf! of completing 
·.the internal market. The present proposal is based on what are called harmonised.European 

standards; (as opposed to the older altemativ:e of mutUally fecognising national standards 
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where these existed) and therefore conforms to the "new approach" to standardisation<15>. 
Undeqhe "new approach", the essential requirements of legislative harmonised standards are 
defined by Directives. · 

Methods of assessing the conformity of products with such standards, based on the sp called 
"global approach·", have also been adopted at Community level<16X17), and have been 
incorporated. in this proposal. This approach allows use of..one or more of a set of "modules" 
which outline different procedures for assessing the conformity of a product with the imposed 
standards. The different modules are. designed to meet different possible circumstances and 
are selected as appropriate to meet the requirements of the directive in question. 

· The do~estic refrigeration appliance manufacturing industry in Europe comprises about half 
a dozen very large companies, another dozen or so large to medium companies, and perhaps 
around twenty smaller companies. Most production supplying the Community is located in 
the Community itself, though with substantial production also in certain EFTA countries, and · 
a significant quantity of imports from Central .and Eastern European countries. Refrigeration 
appliances are also offered- in a very wide range of models, with difference functions, 
features and dimensions. It is estimated that there are currently around 4000 models of 
refrigeration appliances on the Community market, with manufacturers continually' developing 
and introducing new models to respond to market needs. 

-These considerations indicate that a maii.datory "type-conformity" testing procedure to be 
carried out by appropriate bodies designated by Member State governments, (so called 
"notified bodies"), would be extremely onerous and would require very considerable 
_expenditure and time commitments by both manufacturers and the notified bodies themselves. 
A conformity assessment procedure based on self assessment is therefore proposed. This 

· procedure is also that required for conformity assessments for other Directives which cover 
refrigeration appliances,· namely the "Low Voltage Directive"<18

> and the "Electromagnetic 
· ·.Compatibility Dir~ve"<19>, · · 

Under the self assessment module, manufacturers are required to draw up technical 
documentation and accompanying test reports in support of the declaration of conformity they 
are also required to make. All these documents must be kept available for inspection by the 
public authorities at any time, and in particular if doubts arise about the conformity of a 
particular model of appliance. These are formal procedures which must be followed before 
the CE marking can legitimately be affixed by the manufacturer, allowing the product to be 
placed, and to circulate freely, ori the Community market. Some commentators have expressed 
doubts on the effectiveness of a self assessment procedure, but in the circumstances as 
described above it is felt to. be sufficient, all the more so when account is taken of the threat 
of prosecution under the appropriate trades description legislation in a country and the very 
negative publicity which could accompany a false claim on energy efficiency. In any event, . 
it is proposed that in the report to be drawn up on the operation of the Directive, in line with 
the guidelines developed for Community conformity assessment procedures, the effectiveness 
and efficiency of the conformity procedures shall be given particular attention. 

_ <IS> Council Resolution on- a new approach to techriical harmonisation and standards, 
.. OJ No C 136, 4.6.1985, p. 1. . . 

<16> , Council Resolutions on· a global approach to conformity assessment, OJ No C 10, 
16.1.1990, p. 1. ' 

· <I7) Council Decision 90/683/EEC concerning the modules for the various phases of the 
conformity assessment procedures which are intended to be used in technical 

. harmonisation directives, OJ No L 380, 31.12.1990, p. 13. 
<18

> OJNo L 77, 26.3.1993, p. 29. 
<19

> OJ No L 139, 23.5.1989, p. 19, as amended by OJ No L 126, 12.5.1992, p. 11. 
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VL The .Need for Community Legislation and Consultations with Interested Parties' 

. (a) · What· are th~ objectives of the pro~osed. action in relation to the. Community's 
· obligations? . . · . . . . . . · . · . . .~ 

The present proposal is 'in fu'l agreement'with the Community policy of hahnonisation of 
standards. It is based on Article lOOa ofthe treatY_, which calls for Community measure to 
harmonise regulations across the Community to ensure the establishment of. the internal 

·market and to prevent barriers to trade. Failing to define Community-wide standards Will lead 
to the-introduction in some Member.'States of national minimum efficiency standards, which . 
will create unacceptable barriers to trade; it is the Community's duty to introduce initiatives 
to prevent these barriers. · · · 

.. 

The internal market requires industry and commerce to operate uii.der si~ilar condlti'ons a~ross 
- the. Community as far. as practicable, thus reinforcing the need for harmonisation of 

' environmep.tal and energy efficiency actions incJuding minimum efficiency standards. So far 
rto Member -State has introduce9legislation for ininimum efficiency standards for domestic. 
refrigerators because th~ Corrimjssion has announced Community legislation.· 

However, it shoUld be noted that_ the proposed Directive is not only to achieve harmonisation . 
of standards relating to tradeable goods; but also to contribute to other-Community objectiyes: _ . · 
In particular th~ setting of energy efficiency standards for refrigeration appliances is to reduce . 
the use of .energy and, inter-alia, to contri~ute to 'the reducti<)n of C02 emissions to the . · 
atmosphere. The Comm!Jni~ h~ adoP.ted the obj~ve of stabilising suc:h eini~sions by the 
end of the century and th1s obj~ve Will-not be achieved under current trends Without further · 

. significant improvements to energy efficiency. ·The nature of actions at Community level 
_ relating to the environment is stipulated by Article 130r of the treaty which calls for, inter

alia: the prudent and rational utilisation of natural resources; that the costs and ben~fits of 
actions should be taken into account; and that action should be taken at-Community level to 

· the extent that this is more effective than action at Member State level. . · In addition, 
.. Article IOOa calls for proposals concerned with ~nviro~mental protection to take as abase "a· 
: high level of protection". The proposed Directiv~ meets all o( !}lese requirements. .. . · . ·. 

t'he adoption of rriinimum efficiency standards for domestic refrigeration appliances is ·. 
spe~ifically mention~ in the ·sAVE ·action progr~me adopted by the Commission<20> as a _ 
priority sector ~o achieve energy savings. · · · · 

. ' \ 

. (b) ·Does competence for: the. plan~ed activity lie solely with· the Community or is it 
-Shared with the Member States?. . . . 

The Council Resol~tion 'defining the "new approach" calls for the "essential requirements" of 
such ·legislative· harmonisation to. be e~tablished by Community Directive. Community 
Legislation imposing harmonised standards is thus clearly an area of exclusive Community 
co~p~ence. As far as energy efficiency _is concerned (ail~ the associated reductions of C02-. 

emrss10ns), the ,competence IS shared With Member States. All·Member States ·have to. 
contribute to ach_ieve the C02 emission target by the year 2000. Neverthel~ss, environmental·· • 
actions . must he coordinated and harmonised at Community level where they relat¢ to· · 
trad~able gOods. · · · · ·· ·· · · 

· (c) .. What is tbe Co~munity dimension of.the problem? 

Further _to the internal market dimension already describ.ed in point (a) and.(b), the proposal 
has als_o a very important environmental dimension. The greenhouse effect is a global 
problem and actions to reduce C02 emissions must be taken at least at .Community level to, 

. ..._- . ' ' . ,, - ' ,, . . .. . . 

<20> OJ. No C 23, 31.1.1?92, · p. ~: . 
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· have a real· environmental impact. The introduction of minimum efficiency standards for 
domestic refrigeration appliances by some Member States, will have a limited environmental 
impact and will riot contribute substantially to the reduction of C02 emissions. Minimum 
efficiency standards to make a significant contribution must affect the largest number possible 
of appliances. Therefore they should be adopted at least at Community level. The adoption 
of minimum·efficiency standards will have large repercussions also outside the Community. 
In almost every appliance category the least efficient model is imported into the Community 
from a country with a less advanced manufacturing infrastructure; many of these countries 
will adopt similar standards to avoid their. market being flooded by l<;>w · efficiency 
refrigerators banned from Community markets and also to force their manufacturing industry 
to produce more efficient ones to compete in the Community; some non-Community countries 
have already enquired about tl;le Community proposed standards with a view to adopting· 
them. The adoption of minimum efficiency standards in the Community will stimulate the 
diffusion of more efficient technology and minimum efficiency· standards in several. non
Community countries thus contributing significantly to the reduction of C02• 

(d) What is the most effective solution taking into account the means available to the 
Community and those of the Member States? 

Although the adoption of more efficient.refrigeration appliances will result in. net savings for 
consumers and for society a as whole, market forces have failed to incorporate these potential · 
savings 'into existing models and therefore two complementary and essential initiatives have 
been proposed at Community level: the energy labelling Directive, now adopted, and the 
present efficiency standards proposal. · 

In a perfect market, good consumer information on savings achieved with ·more efficient 
appliances should be enough to lead to the desirable efficiency improvement: by stimulating 
the demand for more efficient appliances it would continually improve the quality of the 

. products on the market, obviating the need for minimum efficiency standards. But the effect 
of consumer information and energy labels is somehow limited and. its effectiveness depends 
on many factors, including the degree of promotion and advertising support which the 
information programme receives. This .is because not all consumers will be. reached or 
influenced in their purchasing decisions by energy labels. ·Despite several efforts to conduct 
consumer information campaigns on energy consumption of household appliances, at local or 
Member State level, recent surveys indicate that energy efficiency is not among the first five 
purchase criteria; other factors such as size, appearance; performance and purchase price are 
in general more important in arriving at the purchase decision, which often is taken in very 
short time, Without much information, to replace a faulty appliance. · · 

Consumers can readily compare purchase price and visible features, but information about 
energy consumption is much more difficult to understand. Consumers must rely on the advice 
of sales people or advertising (sources which are not likely to be disinterested), on perso~al . 
knowledge (energy consumption requires complicated measurement, beyond the reach of 
many individuals), brand loyalty (a poor guide to likely ener~ efficiency), or the tests of 
consumer organisations (which are usually available to hmiteq number of persons). 
Moreover, there are markets, such as large purchases for housing estate, for which purchase 
price is the most- important factor because the purchaser will not pay the electricity bill. -

The Labelling Directive will contribute to consumer information and stimulate the demand 
for more efficient appliances but, given the reasons above, its impact on overall efficiency 
will be'somehow)imited. In several Member States different types of labelling have been 
introduced but always'the results have been very poor in term of overall energy ~f.ficiency 
improvementS. · · · - -· - · · 

This confirms that consumer information on its own is not able to achieve the target .. 
efficiency improvements and that, on the contrary, minimum efliciency s~dards or .an,· 
equivalent voluntary agreement with manufacturers are essential and complementarY measures 

:to achieve the target. 
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'.Voluntary. agreements may seem. for several_ reasons, preferable to mcuidatory _ minini~m
efficieQ.cy standards, because they allow more flexibility and cart. be implemented more .· 

· · rapidly but.would be highly undesirable from ·a; competit!on point of view. · 

Therefore, the·voiuntary agreeme~t having ·failed (a last offer of voluntary agreement w~s 
made to CECED in November 1993), the only option left to the Community to achieve the · 
targeted efficiency improvement is to adopt Co~mtinity-wide minimum efficiency standards:. 

(e) What real added value will the activity proposed by the Community proyide and 
· what would be the cost of inaCtion? · · ' 

Minimum efficiency standards.for domestic refrigeration appli~ces hav~ to be introduced iri 
several Member· States to have a significant impact on the reduction of C02> but such .· 
initiatives may lead to barriers to trade, if requir~ments vary. The added valu~ provided by . 
the introduction of minimum efficiency standards at· CommUnity level consists in affecting 
the largest number ofrefrigerators and freezers (all new appliances sold.in the Community), 
and at the same time ensuring the establishment of the internal market. the United States' 
experience shows the same pattern: the introduction of standards at stat.¢ level created 

· .undesired barriers to trade between States and high administrative costs for industry to comply 
with different regulations; therefore, the · federal .. administrati()n was · requested by . 

· manufacturers to introduce federal standards. · · 

. The consequences,ofnot adopting minfmum efficiency standards at Communitylevel will be 
very onerous:. the Community will miss the ·opportunity to meet its commitments to curb C02 • · 

emissions and -achieve savings worth. around· two billion ecu: Adopting minimum efficiency 
standards will also minimize the cost of efficiency improvementS to manufacturers, because 
the same models will be sold in all the Community market,.inst.ead of d~velopingmodels to 
con~orm to sir,gle Member State~ standards. · · 

(f) .Which. -methods of action are available to. the Community ·(r:eeommendation; . · ' · 
financial· suppo~, regulation, mutual recognition)? · · 

The main actions, recommended by se~eral experts as the most efficient .to··in~rease energy 
efficiency in domestic refrigeration ·appliances, are.consumer information, product standards 

· and incentive~. · _- · 

consumer information makes consumers aware of rurtni.ng costs ancf so persuading them 
to make rational· e~onomic choices; · · · · · 

product standards ~HI remove the least efficient appliances from .the market; 

incentives; which. CaD be targeted at consumers (gran~s towards· the purchase of more 
effi_cient appliances) or at manufacturers (financial awards towards the developmevt, · 
production and marketing of new more efficient appliances) accelerate the introduction 
orf the·market of more.efficient appliances. : .. -

- -
· Over ttm YearS {1980-19~0) national initiatives in Member States (mainly consu~e( 
. ··information campaigns) and in other countries such as· Unit~d.-States and Canada (product 

standards, labelling and incentives) show that pnly a combination of these measures Will 
achieve anything like the potential savings .. Moreover, action like the labelling scheme and 
minimum efficiency standards are more appropriate an_d achieve. the best results at.Community . 
level, as demonstrated in previous pages, while incentive actions are perhaps equally Well .. 

. achieved at national or indeed local level~ · ·· · .· 

This will justify the adoption of: a labelling scheme and of the proposed minimum efficiency 
standards. To promote "incentive" measures the Commission is currently reviewing. the need-
for proposals. on a more systematic promo~ on of demand side m~agement i.n the Community . 
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(g)· Is it neeessary to have a directive fixing detailed standards or is a directive limited 
to setting out the general objectives sufficient, leaving implementation at the level 
of the. Member States? · 

Given the difference in the average energy efficiency of refrigeration appliances between 
Member States, setting out general objectives to improve efficiency, such as average 
efficiency improvements to be achieved by each Member States, will impose different 
obligations to Member State (for example, in Germany where good results have already been 
achieved a further 1 00/o efficiency improvement will be more expensive to achieve than in 

· other Member States). Moreover, leaving the choice and implementation of the measure to 
Member States leads to adoption of different regulations and standards, with all the 
disadvantages above described, 

Whilst efficiency standards are proposed which will lead over time to significant energy 
efficiency improvements, sufficient time is given to allow manufacturers to adjust to the 
standards required, in particular through a two phase approach .. The proposed conformity 
assessment procedures have also been designed to cause the least burden to industry 
compatible with ensuring achievement of the objectives of the Directive. This is again in line 
with the requirements of Article 3b of the Treaty which states that Community legislation 
should not be unduly onerous or intrusive. 

With respect to-consultations and as described above, discussions on th.e subject of energy 
efficiency standards have been held at two major workshops organised by the Commission 
specifically for this purpose and to which all interested parties were invited. In addition,· 
copies of an initial study report prepared for the Commission on the subject, and of the 
interim and final report of a similar but more comprehensive study, were sent to all interested, 

· parties, including all known refrigeration appliance manufacturers, and comments invited.· · 
piscus~ions were. also held with repre~entatives of the ~ppliance manufacturing ind~stry and 
m particular theu European federation CECED, whtch represents the vast m~Jonty of 
.appliance production in the Community and other western European appliance producing 
countries. Representatives of the Member State administrations were closely involved in the 
consultation process and were also consulted on a restricted basis in appropriate advisory 
committee meetings with the Commission (under the SAVE and PACE programmes). There 
has thus been a very full consultation process with all interested parties over the past couple · 

·ofyears. . . 

VII. Scope of the Proposed Directive 
. . . 

The proposed Directive covers newly produced mains electrical domestic refrigeration 
appliances, which comprise the vast majority of those sold for househ:old use with the 
exclusion of absorption cooled appliances. ·commercial refrigeration equipment is far more 
varied. and would not conform to the appliance categories which have been developed. In any 
event a decision to purchase equipment for co10mercial use can be expected to -give much 
more attention to the energy use implications. 

VIII. Results Expected from the Proposed Directive and Accompanying MeaSures 

Only new refrigeration appliances sold on the Community market are affected under this 
proposal. Since ·only about 8% to 10% of domestic refrigeration appliances are replaced each 
year on average, the impact of standards on electricity consumption will be relatively slow, 
though continually increasing over time. It has been estimated that the standards envisaged 
under this Directive could give the following electricity and consequent CQ2<

21> emission 
reductions: · 

<
21

> Based on the Community electricity generation mix forecast for the period in question. 
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. . . Esti~ated Reductions in EleCtricity Use and ·_ .. 
ConseQYent C{h ReductiOns from ·ElectriCity Generation 
. for the Conimtinity from· Refrigeration Appliance · .. 

· S~dards-eritty into force on I Januaiy 2000: · 

,· 

·1995 '2002 2010 2020 
· ElectrlCity Consumption - · · 

_ _- for ~~:tflomit'Q~ ~omestic 
refngt;a~Qn G~r-,- . · · . ~ . 

- withot,~t standards 108. 107 104 100_ 

--with stand~ds 108 93 73 60 

savings through~standards . 14 31 .40 

· - -- C02-elnission:s avoided through. 
_ stan~ards (106 tonneslyr) ·. · · 

6 14 17 

·. The ~_solute.·savings·become ~ery .substantial in time, equaling the totill eurrenf ~lectricity 
consumption of Portugal and Ireland combined by the year 2020. Moreover, it is in the nature 
ofmeasures.to improve energy efficiency that they must be applied to the very many and . 

. diverse uses of energy in our modem economies. Domestic refrigeration ·appliances represent 
·- the largest single area for electricity savings and the right area to start with, but ~uch action 

~ will need to be eoinplemented.by similar-initiatives in other areas too. · · 

Some commentators~ in the light of the· relatively slow _though steady impact of standards on 
the stock of refrigeration appliances, have stressed the need for measures to enhanqe.· and 
accelerate the appliance renewal process .. Jt is the Commission's intention to help encourage · 
greater awareness- of the energy efficiency aspects of refrigeration appfiances thrqugh_ the · 

- . energy labelling requirements and by, for example, using the; various 'European consumer 
a.Ssociations to publicise the labelling and standards aCtivities through their publications. 
Energy· advisory bodies and in some cases electricity supply imdertakings in Member States 

' also promote a\Vareness of .this· subject through v@.li.QUS publicati<;>ns including lists giving 
energy consumption figures for refrigeration appliances available on the market. _ More · 
recently a couple of electricity supply companies in the Community have started to give 
grants towards .the purchase of energy efficient applianees, as a partial alternative to having 
to build new generation _capacity. Given the very considerable scope for improved energy 
efficiency as a pollution free andc often very economic complement to' supply -side options, 
such· measures· can only be ·applauded and encouraged. Indeed the Commission is currently 
reviewing the need for· proposals· on a more. systematic promotion of demand side 

- . ' . . 

management in the· Community. · 

IX Inu?act on Society as 1 Whole . 

. It is estimated that the implementation of the recommended first level of minimum efficiency 
standards for' refrigerators and freezers would have the following impacts on the Community 
·economy assuming total ~ales of refrigerators and freezer of 14 million per year: · -

· the annual electricity consUJ;nption for refrigeration apj>liances·would be_ 14 TWhlyr 
(13%) lower·in year 2002; than it would be Without minimum efficiency standards. 

- the,annual carbon dioxide et:nission associated would-be 6 million tonnes (H)%) lower 
in-year2002, than it would be Without minimum efficiency stand~d~; _ . · · 
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the· implementation of tlie ·first level of minimum efficiency standards could lead to · 
increase in average retail price a little over 1%, a 10% reduction in lifetime electricity 
cost and a reduction of 5.5% in aggregate life cycle cost to consumers; 

total purchase cost increase after the first level of standards is introduced will be around 
ECU 140 million per year. This. will be greatly outweighed by discount energy saving 
of ECU 1· 400 million on each year's purchase of more . efficient refrigerators· and 
freezers. · 

This is interpreted as a favotirable cost/benefit impact,· i.e. the ·estimated energy and C02 · 

emission reduction. and the economic saving satisfy the "no-regret" criteria. · 
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. . . Proposal for a . · . . . 
EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT.ANP CQUNCIL DIRECTIVE . 

on energy efficiency requirements for household electric refrigerators, 
· freezers and thei_r combinations .· · ___ _. __ 

. . . . 

THE EuROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND THE' COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION, 

·. .. Having regard to the Treaty establishing the Eu~opean Community a:nd in partictilar ArtiCle · 
lOOa.thereof; · . . · · •· · . · .· · · · · ·· 

HaVing regard to the propo~ froni ili,e Commission<1>, 

-, Having regard to the opinion of the Economic and· Social CommitteeC2>; 
' - . . ' 

Whereas it is important to pro~ote measure~ aimed at the progr~ssive establishment ~f the 
internal market; whereas the internal market comprises an area withoutinternal frontiers, i!l 
which the free circulation of .goods; persons, services and. capital is ensured; . . . . . 

. Whereas the Council Resol~tion of 15 January 1985 on the. improveme~t of energy~saving 
programmes in the Member States<3> invited Member States to pursue and, where necessary, 
increase .their efforts to promote the more rational use of energy by th~ further development 
of integrated energy-savi11g policies; , · · · 

Whereas the Council Resolution of 16 September 1986<4>· called fornew Community energy; ·
policy objectives for 1995 and convergence of the policies of the Member States,-. and in 
'particular the·objective of improving the efficiency of final· energy demand (the ratio of final 
energy demand to gross national product) by at least 200/o by 1995~· 

Wher~as domestic refrigeration appli~ces · ~ccount for· a .. significant share of domestic 
electricity. consumption by households in the Community and thus of total electricity 
consumption; whereas the electridty consumption of different models of refrigeration 
appliances available for" purchase in the. Community with the same volume and features, that 
is to say .. ~eir energy efficienci~s, vaiy very considerably; . · 

Whereas sev;eral M~mbet States are on the point of adopting provisions relating .to the, 
. efficiency performance of domestic- refrigerators and freezers, which will create barriers to 
trade of these products in the Community; · _ 

Where~ it is appropriat~ to· take as a·base a high level of protection· in measures for the· 
approximation of the provisions _laid down by law, . regulation or .administr.a:tive action in 
Member States and concerning health, safety, environmental protection and consumer 
protection; whereas this Directive ensures a high level of protection both for the environment 
and the consumer; in aiming at a. significant improvement of the energy efficiency of these 
appliances~ · · · · · · 

Wher:,eas·the adoption of such mea8ties falls within Community competence and whereas the 
requirements of this Directive do not exceed those neeessary to achieve its objectives, thus 
conforming to the requirements of Article 3b of the Treaty; · 

(I) 

' (2) 

(3) 

' (4) 

O]NoC 
OJ No C . 
OJ NoC 20, 22.I.i985, p.'l. 
OJ No C 241, 25.9.1.986, p. I.-

. . ' . ~ . ' 
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Whereas, morecver, Article 130r of the Treaty calls for the protection and improvement of 
the environment and -prudent and rational utilisation of natural resources; whereas electricity · 
generation and use accounts for about 30% of man-made carbon dioxides (C02) emissions and 
~bout ~5% of primary energy use in the Communit)r, and whereas these percentages are 
mcreasmg; ' .. 

Whereas, furthe~ore, Council Decision 89/364/EEC<5> which establishes_a Community action 
programme for improving the efficiency .of electricity use has as its twin objectives 
encouraging consumers to favour appliances and equipment with high electrica.I efficiency, 
as well as improving the efficiency of appliances and equipment; · 

Whereas on 29 October 1990 the Council set an objective of stabilising carbon dioxide (C02) 

emissions in the Community at 1990 levels by the year 2000; · 

· Whereas Council Decision 91/565/EEC<6>. established a programme (the SAVE programme) 
to support and further promote ~nergy efficiency in the Community; 

Whereas the energy efficiency measures· incorporated in the more efficient models of 
refrigeration appliances available do not excessively increase their production costs and such 
measures can repay their initial cost in terms of electricity savings within a few years or less;. 
whereas this calculation does not take into account the added benefit of the avoided external 
costs of electricity generation, such as the emission of carbon dioxide (C02) and other 
pollutants; 

Whereas Council Directive 92/75/EEC(7) (the framework ·directive) and Commission 
Directive _94/2JEC<8> (applying Directive 92/75/EEC) which require the compulsory labelling 
of appliances and the provision in other forms of energy consumption information will 
increase consumers' awareness of the energy efficiency of domestic refrigeration appliances; 
whereas this measure will therefore also heighten competition on the energy efficiency of 
appliances above the standards required by this Directive; whereas however the provision of 
information to consumers without standards would have only a partial. effect in terms of 
improving the average overall ~fficiency of appliances sold; · 

Whereas this Directive, which is aimed at eliminating technical barriers with regard to the 
evergy efficiency of domestic refrigeration appliances must follow the "new approach" 
established by the Council Resolution of 7 May 1985<9'> which specifically lays down that 
legislative harmonisation is limited to the adoption, by means of directives. of the essential 
requirements with which products put on the market must ~onform; 

Whereas regard should be had to Council Decision 93/465/EEc<10> which concerns the 
procedures for conformity assessment intended to be used in the technical harmonisation 
directives; · 

Whereas in the' interest of internatlonitl trade, international standards should be used wherever 
appropriate; whereas the electricitY consumption of a refrigeration appliance is defined by the 
European Committee for Standardisation' Standard EN 153 of May 1990 which is based on 
an international standard; · 

(S) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

OJ No L l57, 9.6.1989, p. 32. 
OJ No L 307, 8.11.1991, p. 34. 
OJ No L 297, 13.10.1992, p. 16. 
OJ No L 45, 17.2.1994, p. 1. 
OJ No C 136, 4.6.1985, p. 1. 

<to> OJ No L 220, 30.8.1993, p. 23: 
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Whereas domestic refrigeration appliances complying with.the energy efficiencf requirements 
of this Directive shoUld bear the CEmarking and associated information, in order to enable 

· ~hem to move freely, and ·to· be put into service .in accordance with their intended purpose 
within the Community; . · · 

Whereas this ·Directive is confined to domestic refrigerati~on appliances for foodstuffs, · 
excluding those· With· an insignificant use of energy in total, cthat is, domestic refrigeration 
appliances supplied by mains electricity;/ whereas commercially used refrigeration equipment . 
is much_more varied ~d not appropriate for inclusi,on in this Directive; .. 

JIA VE . ADOPTED TillS J?IRECTIVE: 

Article 1 ~ ·-
This Directive. shall apply to· electric mains operated hous~hold refrigerators, frozen food· 
'storage cabinets, foo4 freezers, and combinations of these as defined in Annex I·· and referred 

._ to hereafter as-"refrigeration appliances". ~owever refrigeration appliances working on the 
absorption principle ~hall be excluded. . , . · · . . · · .· -- _ . _ .· 

Article 2 
,• I' 

. Member States shall· take all appropriate measures ~o ensure that refngeration applianees can 
be placed on .the market :and put into' service only if the electricity· con_sumption -of the . 
appliance type to which that appliance belongs is less than or equal to the ·maximum· 

· . allowable electricity consum()tion value· as calculated according to the-procedures defined in· 
Annex I. Refrigeration appliances shall be considered. to belong io the same 'type, referred 
to in this Directive as "appliance type", if they are prOduced by the same manufacturer or 

. under licence by a.~ifferent manufacturer and differ only in aspects which do not significantly 
. affect their energy consumption in use in any way. · · 

.. :' ' ' - .·' 

Article 3 · · 

·1 ... ·.Member States may not prohibit, re~ct or impede .the plaCing on the ~arket or putting . 
· into service on their territory of refrigeration appliances which bear the CE marking 
. attesting to their eollf~ity with all the provisions of this Directive. 

2; Member States ·-$all. presume that refrigeration appl_ianc~s bearing. the .. CE marking· . 
req~red under Article 5 cornply with all the provisions of this Directive. 

3, At trade fairs, eXhibitions, demonstrations, etc.~ Mem~er _States shall not prev~nt the 
showing of a refrigeration appliance which does not confQrm with the provisions of this . 

. Directive, provided· t~]at. a, visible sign cl~ly indicates that sucq an appliante: ·_rl:oes not·· 
so conform and that 1t 1s not for· sale untiltt has been brought m~o confomuty by the_ 

. manUfacturer ot .his authorized representative established in the Community.· · 

· Article 4 • 

Th~ eonformity ~sessment procedures to be applied to a ·given type of refrigeration _appliance . · 
in order to affix. the CE marking are indicated in Annex Il "·. ·· · · . -·. . . ~ · · 

/ 
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Article 5 

The CE marking shall consist of the initials "CE". The forrit of the marking to be used is 
shown in Annex m. ~The CE marking shall be affixed to the refrigeration appliance distinctly 
and visibly. · · , 

Article 6 

I. Where a Member State establishes that the CE marking has been affixed unduly, the 
manufacturer or his authorized representative established within the Community shall be 
obliged to make the product comply and to end the infringement under the conditions 

. imposed by the Member State; ~, . 

2. Where non-conformity continues, the Member State must take all. appropriate measures 
to restrict or prohibit the placing· on the market of the product in question or to ensure 
that it is withdrawn from the market. · 

Article 7 

Any decision taken pursuant to this Directive which includ~s any restriction on the placing 
on the market .anc¥~r putting into service ~f refri~eration appliances shall state the pr~ise 
grounds on whtch tt ts based. It shall be notified Without delay to the party conceme4, whtch 
shall at the same time be informed of the legal remedies available to it under the laws in 
force in the Member State in. question and of the time limits to which such remedies 
are subject. 

ArticleS 

!. · Before the expiry of a period of four years from the adoption of this ·Directive, the 
~ Commission in consultation with interested parties shall make an assessment of the results 

obtained and expected.· Following this assessment, the Commission shall consider the need 
for a new proposal for Community'. legislation to establish a second set of energy efficiency 
standards for household refrigeration appliances. If such a proposal is made, its eriergy 
efficiency standards and their timing for entry into force will be based on energy efficiency 
levels which can be economically and technically justified in the light of the circumstances 
at the. time of the proposal. The proposal may also contain any other provisions judged 
necessary to improve the effectiveness of this Directive. 

Article 9 

[assumes European Parliament and Council final adoption early 1995] 

·I. Before I January I996, Member States shall adopt and publish the laws, regulations and 
administrative · provisions necessary to comply with this Directive. They. shall 
immediately inform the Commission thereof. · 

Member States shall apply such provisions as frotn I January 2000. 

When Member States adopt these provisions, these shall contain a reference to $is· 
Directive or shall be accompanied . by such reference at the time of their official 
publication. The procedure for such reference shall be adopted by Member States. 

2. Member States shall communicate to the Commission the texts of the provisions of 
national law which they adopt in the field-covered by this Directive. 

3. Member States shall, during the period up to I January 2000, permit the placing on the 
market and/or the putting into service of refrigeration appliances which comply with the 
regulations in force in the Member States at the date of adoption of this Dtrective. 
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Adjdc 10 

This Directive shall enter into foice Qn.tlie tWentieth da)r.followiitg that ofits"piablication in· 
the-OfticiaiJ~ 'of the European Communities. . . ~r, _ . · . · · · · - · . · ~r · · :-

Artjdc ll 

This Directi~ is addressed to the Member states. 
; ... 

Done • Brussels.. 
·. : .. · 

.. -~-

For die Europeail Parti~eilt 
Tlje PreSident . . .. · . . --~-
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.Annex.~ 

Procedures for Calculating the Maximum Allowable ElectricitY 
Consumption for a Given Refrigeration Annliance Tyne 

and for the Yerific.tion of Conformity therewith . . . 
... 

The eleCtricity consumption of a refrlgetation appliance (which niay be express.ed as.kWh 
per 24 hours) is a function of the category of appliance to which it belongs, (e.g. I star 
refrigerator, chest freezer, etc.), its volume, and the energy efficiency of its construction, (e.g. .; 
thickness of insulation, compressor efficiency, etc.). In setting energy efficiency standards 
·therefore, allowances must be made for the main exogenous factors which influ~nc_e ene~gy .. 
consumption (i.e. the· category of the appliance and its volume): For this rea.s<;)n · the. 
maximum allowable electricity consumptions of a given refrigeration appliance typed> are 
defined by a linear equation which is a function of the volume' of the appliance, with different 
equations defined for each category of appliance. 

To calculate the maximum allowable electricity consumption of a given· appliance type, it 
must therefore first be allocated to the appropnate category from the following list: 

Categozy 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

Description 

Refrigerator without Frozen FOOd Compartment<2> 
Refrigerator with 1 Star Frozen Food Compartment 
Refrigerator with 2 Star Frozen Food Compartment 
Refrigerator with 3 Star Frozen Food Compartment 
Refrigerator with 4 Star Freezer 
Refrigerator-Cellar 
Chest Freezer 
Upright Freezer 

. . 

Because refrigeration appliances contain different compartments with different maintained 
temperatures, (which will clearly influence ·their electricity consumption), the maximum 
allowable electricity consumption is defined in fact as a function of the adjusted volume, 
which is a weighted sum of the .volumes of the different compartments. 

' ' 

Thus, for the purposes of this Directive, the adjusted volume (V aq;) of a refrigeration appliance 
is defined as: · . . 

. where Vc is the net volume of a given ·type of compartment in the appliance, We is the 
weighting co-efficient for that type of compartment and F c is a factor which equals 1.2 for 
no frost compartments and 1 for other compartments. Both the adjusted volume and the net 
volumes are in litres. The weighting co-efficients for the different types of compartment are: , 

(I) The definition of refrigeration. appliances belonging to the same type is given m 
Article 2. 

<2> · Any compartmentwith a temperature below- 6°C. 
·, 
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\¥.: (weighting c<>:efficient) 

Cellar .compartment 
. Fresh· food compartment· 
0°C compartment 
. 0 Star compartment 
1 star compartment 
2 star compartment 
3 and 4 star compartment 

1 , ' 0.75 
'1.00 ' 
1.25 ' 
·1.25 

_., 1'.55 
1.85 
2.15' 

• . The maXimum allowable electri-:ity consumption Elll8lt (in kWh per·24 hours expressed to two · .. 
· ~ecimal places), for an·appliance !YPe. with adjusted volume V acli• for e~ch appliance category·· 

·.y 

) 

1s <fefined by·the followtng. equations: · · .. ·. · · · · · , _ 

Categozy . 

1 
2 

. 3 
A 

' 5 . 
6 . 
7''' 
8 

. , . Description· . 

. Refrigerator wlo FFC(3> 
. Refrigerator. with I Star FFC 
. Refrigerator with 2 Star FFC . 

. . · Refrigerator with 3 Star FFC 
Refrigerator with4 Star FreeZer · · 
Refrigerator,.Cellar ·. · 
Chest Freezer 

·Upright Freezer 

·L (kWh/24 hours) 

(0:225 X Vadj + 237) I 365 
(0.599 X Vadj + 178) /365' 
(0.437 X Vidj. + 238) I 365 
(0.616 x Vadj + 221)1365 · 
(0.778 x Vadj + 303)/ 365 

. (0.225 X: Vadj + 237) I 365. . 
' (0.480 X Vadj + 195) I 365 

(0.478 X Vadj + 289) I 365 

Test Procedures ·for verifying whether an a,npliance . type cOnforins to the electricity 
. consumption requirements of this Directive. 

If the electricity' consumption' of a refiigeration appliance represen~tive' of the' production .of ' . 
the appliance type subject to· verification is less than or equal to the maximum 'allowa\)le -

· electricity consumption valu~ En.ax as d~fined above plus 15%, the appliance. type to which . 
it belongs is confirmed as· conforming 'to the electricity consumption requirements of this 
Directive. If the electricity co~sumption of ~e appliance is greater than the maximum 
allowable electriCity consumption value plus 15%, the electricity oonsumption of a further 
three appliances of the same type shall be measured. ·. If the arithmetic mean of the electricity 
consumptions of these three. appliances is less than or equal to the maximum allowable. 
electricity consumption value plus 10%, the appliance type to .which they belortgjs confirmed . 
as conforming to the electricity consumptioQ requirements of this Directive: lf~he arithmetic: 

. meanexceeds the maximum.allowable electricity consumption value plus 10%, the appliance · 
type to which they ·belong shall be judged not to conform to the ~lectricity consumption 
requirements of this :pirective.. · · 

Definitions ·. 

The terms used in this annex are defined as in European Standard of the European Committee 
· for Standardisation EN 153 of May 1990. · · · · · · · . . . . . 

I 

(3) Frozen Food Compartment. ·_.___ . 
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Annex II 

Conformity Assessment Procedure~ (Module A) 

J. This module describes the procedure whereby the manufacturer or his· authorized 
representative established within the Community, who carries out the obligations laid 
·down in point 2, ensures and declares that the refrigeration appliance type<1> satisfies the 
relevant requirements of this Directive. ·The manufacturer shall affix the CE mark to all 
refrigeration appliances of this type he manufactures and draw up a written declaration · • 
.of their conformity. 

2. The manufacturer shall establish the technical documentation described in paragraph 3 "'. 
and he or. his authorized representative established within the Community shall keep it, 
for a p~riod ending not less than 3 years after the last of the refrigeration appliance type 
has been manufactured, at the disposal of the relevant national authorities for inspection 
purposes. 

Where neither the manufacturer nor his authorized representative is established within 
the Community, the obligation to keep the technical documentation available shall be the 
responsibility ·of the person who places the refrigeration appliance type on the 
Community market. · 

3. Technical documentation shall enable an assessment to be made of the conformity of the 
refrigeration appliance type with the relevant requirements of this Directive. It shall 
cover the design, manufacture and operation of the refrigeration appliance type and shall 
contain as far as is relevant for assessment: 

(i) the name and the address of the manufacturer; 

{ii) a generat description of the model sufficient for it to be uniquely identified; 
. . 

(iii) information, including drawings as relevant, on the main. design features of the 
model and in particular on items which _ appreciably affect its electricity 
consumption, such as dimensions, volume(s), compressor characteristics, special 
features, etc.; · · 

(iv) the operating instructions, if any; 

. (v) reports of electricity consumption measurement tests carried out as required by 
paragraph 5; . · . . 

. (vi) details of the conformity of these measurement tests as compared to· the energy 
consumption' requirements as set out in Annex I. -

4. Where differences between models are such that they have no significant effect on their 
energy consumption, that is they belong to the same appliance type as defined in 
Article 2, manufacturers may use the data from a "bas~ model". In· this case the. 
technical documentation shall consist of the information listed above for the base model 

. ' 

<I>· The definition of a refrigeration appliance type is given in Article 2. 
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supplemented for ~ach other mod~l prod~ced by the manufactUrer by a description of the 
. ,differences between that 'model . and the ·base model. Technical documentation 
. established for other Community legislation .may be used in so far as it'. meets _the 
reqUirements of this paragraph. · · · · 

5. Manufacturers of refrigeratio~ appliances- shall be responsible for- establishing the ' 
electricity consumption of each refrigeration appliance type covered by tliis Directiv~ 
according to the procedures specified in Europ~ Standard EN 153; a~ well as the 
appliance type's conformity with the requirements of ArtiCle 2. 

6: the manufacturer or his authorized represe.ntative shall keep a .copy-of the declaration 
-of conformity with the techn~cal documentation~ · 

1. · . · 'file manufactur~r shall take/ all measures nec~ssary in order ihat . the ·manufacturing · 
process· shall ensure that the manufactured refrigeration appliances comply with the . 
technical documentation referred to in.point 2 and with the relevant requirements of the_ 
Directive.· 
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Annex III 

1. CE conformity marking 

The CE conformity marki shall consist of the initials 11CE 11 taking the following form: ................................... 
~~~~~;::;;·~~~l!i~~i~H~;~;:i!l~ .... , ·····--······ ............ . ... ······--······ ............ . :; . :::H:i5iiiii .. Jr :•~··r:iiii 
::~ ~:::::::mm~, · '::::::::::: ... ·····-······· ·····-···· :::~: . :•::::::::::~;:-· ... ~.·:::::::: 

~~EH~~~i:=~~~~H~EEHEr:~~~~~i~ 
· I I · 

If the marking is reduced-or enlarged the proportions given in the above. graduated 
. drawing must be. respected: 

The various components of' the CE marking must haye substantially the same vertical 
dimension, which may not be less than 5 mm. 
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IMPACT ASSESSMENT FORM 

The Impact of the Pi::oposal on Business with Special_ 
Reference to Small and Medium Sized Enterprises_ (SMES) 

~ . - . ~ ' . 

Title of p-roposal: Directive on Energy- Efficiency Standards for Domestic Refrigeration _ 
Appliance - · 

Document Refer~nce Number: ....................... : 

The proposal 
' . . -

. J. Taking account of the principle of subsidiarity, why is Community legislation necessary 
in this· atea and what are its main aims? - · · - -

The present proposal is based on Article 1 O()a of the Treaty, which specific~ly calls for 
Community measures to_ hamioriise regtilations across the Community so as to ensure the · 
establishment of the internal market and to prevent barriers to~the_free movement of, 

-inter alia, goods. The proposal by the 'Netherlands gov~mment for energy efficiency · 
-~- standards,for refrigeration appliances,· suspended by the Commission, provides the basis 

for this harmonisation. Moreover, the Council Resolution defining the -"new approach" 
calls for the "essential r~quirements" of such legislative harmonisation to _be established 
by .a Community Directive. Community legislation imposing harmonised standards is 
thus clearly ari area of exclusive Community competence. · 

The impact on business . l··. 

2: Who WilLbe affectelby the proposal? 

Which sectors of business 
. . . ·' . . . : . . . . . . - . 

(i) . _The manufacturers of electrical domestic appliances;.in particular the manufacturers 
of refrigerators, freezers arid their combinations. The manufacturers of compressors, 
which are often manufactured separately. · 

Which sizes of business (what 'is the concentration of small- and n1edium. sized 
firms) -- · · · - . 

(ii) The domestic r~frigerliltor:appliance market in Europe isvery competitiv~. -The
intense competition has resulted in significantreorganization among the principal _ 
firms a,nd has had impacts in the areas of product innovation and manufacturers 
willingness to r~spond to consumers preferences. · -

.· . ... . 

The European domestic refrigetation market remains relatively. fragmented with over .a 
hundred brands and about 40 independent manufacturers .. The industry comprises about 
half a dozen very large companies, ·which- through. a series of mergers and takeovers, in 

·anticipation of a European single market, have emerged to dominate the market. The 
three marketJeaders account for about 400/o of the refrig~ration appliances market.· This 

. consolidation. process has produced a ·very complicated picture as· many- of the 
manufacturing groups pr~d1,1ce ·_ their product- in ·, differ~nt countries and- sell ·them · 

_ throughout the Cornmun~ty under several different brand names. There are ,ariothet dozen 
-or so l~ge to Jried_ium companies B!ld perhaps ar~>Und twenty sm~le~ companies. Most 
production supplymg the :Commumty _Is located m the Commumty Itself; though there 
is a substantial· production in certain EFTA countries and a Significant quantity of 
imports from .Central and EaStern European Countries. A further complication is the 
existence __ of large retail chain~ which produce no ap~liances but sell under their own 
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name appliances built by other producers, a large portion of this units are now produced 
in Central and Eastern Europe. 

Are there particular geographical areas ·of the Community where these businesses 
are found , - · 

(iii) The very large companies have their production plants located in the following 
European countries: Germany, Italy, France, Spain. The medium and smaller 
companies are located in: Germany, Spain, Portugal, Italy, France, Denmark, United · 
Kingdom and Netherlands. · · · 

3. What will business have to do to comply with the proposal? 

(I) 

In order to comply with the proposal manufacturers have to improve the energy 
efficiency of the less efficient models currently on the market. In order to give the 
appliance manufacturing industry time to adapt whilst ensuring progress to an achievable 
and economic level of efficiencies, two levels of minimum efficiency standards are 
envisa~ed; the first to take effect ~ree :ye~s after the a~option of th~ Directive; and 
followmg a new study and consultation wtth mterested parttes to be earned out about the 
time of the entry into force of the first level, a second, more demanding level of 
standards, may be proposed. The first standard has therefore been set to give an average 
improvement in efficiencies of about 10% -this relatively modest improvement affecting 
on average around half of the models available on the- market in 1992. (This figure is 
very much hypothetical "worst case" scenario based on the unlikely assumption that 
suppliers cannot or will not·introduce new models or modify existing appliances to 
improve energy efficiency and at the time of entry into force of the standard the model 
range will consist only of 1992 models or additional models with the same efficiency). 

However, it is considered highly likely that new models will be introduced because, 
during the period. 1992 to 1998 (envisaged date of entry into force of standard), most 
manufacturers would have replaced a third of their model range in any case, and energy 
efficiency improvement can be'one ofthe design criteria for new models. 

Most refrigerators which fail to comply with the standard levers are relatively close to 
the standard cutoff and fairly minor design changes would enable them to comply. The 
efficiency of many of these models can be improved relatively easily and only at modes~ 
extra cost. The study carried out for the European Commission<1> suggest that there is 
no direct correlation between efficiency and price, in many cases more efficient 
refri~erators are less expensive and for a given pnce and size of the appliance its energy 
effictency varies up to 50% .. 

The following technical options result with the shortest pay-back periods: 

Replacement of standard compressors with a more efficient version, this will result in 
about 12% lower electricity consumption at an average cost to manufacturers of about 
ECU 6 and an average simple pay-back of 1.5 years. 

Increase cabinet insulation: option cost around ECU 12, average efficiency improvement 
12%, simple pay-back time 2.5 years. · 

Study for the Commission of the European Communities on energy efficiency standards 
for domestic electrical refrigeration appliances, carried out jointly by the three national 
energy/environmental agencies~ NOVEM (NL), ADEME (FR) and DEA (DK}, (Interim 
Report July 1992, Final Report March 1993). 
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Increase door insulation: option cost around ECU 6 average efficiency~ improvement 8%, 
simple pay-back time 1.5 years. · · . · · 

• Combining the. 3. options, considera~'e energy savings are achieved.· The levels of ', . 
enerb'Y consumption reached at the life cycle cost minimum shows that hrrge savings are -, 
possible with·technical solutions that 'are feasible for mass production today. This by · 
no means represents an upper limit as to how efficient refrigerators 3.1Jd freezes can 'be· 
made in the future. Currently, vacuum panels'are being developed for mass production 
and even more efficienf compressors are being developed. It is likely that in ten years· 
time technical 'solutions will exist that can save around two thirds of the ·energy 

. •. consumption of the base case refrigerator: A!though, it is technically feasible t<;> design 
and produce refrigerators and freezers consuming significantly less energy than today's 
models; the first level of energy efficiency standards is far away from the life cycle cost 
minimum of the technical analysis and has a very shorr pay-back time of a little over 1 
year ... · 

. . - . 

What economic effects is the proposal likely to have? 

On employment · 

(i) Because the cost increase of- new refrigeration appliances under the .first phase. is· 
relatively small (around 1% to 2%) indeed in many . cases, more efficient 
refrigerators present today ori the market are nq ,more expensive .than less efficient· 
refrigerators of eqUivalent size;.: sales will only be slightly.¢"fected, if at all. 

-· On investment and the creation of new bu'sineSses · 

(ii) The pr~sent p~oposal and other .Community and Member States initiatives to 
promote . consumer awareness for energy saving in domestic appliances may 
stimulate demands for more efficient refrigerators; thus stimulating purcha.Ses. · The . 
component manufacturers anyhow will have a bigger demand for more efficient 
compressors: Moreover, a large number of inefficient refrigerators are being . 

.. imported from outside the Community :and in particular; from Central and East 
Europe. 'The Directive would pr~veiit the importation of cheap -and inefficient 
refrigerators as · well as improving the export of Community refrigerators ·to ·, 
countries outside.· Employment is therefore unlikely to ~e affected: · · 

On the competitive position of businesses 

·(iii) The modest average im~;>rovements~in efficiency are relatively easy to achieve and 
a lengthy adaptation penod of 3 years has been given, in order that no manufacturer 

' . would. be ~nduly disadvantaged by. the standards. proposed. 

· 5. Does the propos~ contai·~ .measures to take acco~nt of the specific situation of small and .. 
medium sized firms (reduced O,r different. requirements etc.)? _ · · · 

.- ·The adaptation period of 3 years has been fo~eseen especiatly for th~ small and · 
medi1:1m sii~ firms, which may otherwise. b~n pe~alized by the intr~u~on of 
standard~,· gtven the necessary mvestment. mvolved m changtng or mod1fymg the 
refrigerator models. ·· · · 

Consultation 

6. -List of the organisations ,which have been consulted· about the proposal and outline· of · 
their main views · . · · . · ·· · .·· • · · ·· · · 

The Commission has worked for seyeral years on the improvement of energy efficiency 
in -domestic appliances in consultation with relevant organisations:. A workshop was 
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organised by the Commission in November 1990 and all the major actors in this area 
were invited. Representatives· of appliance manufacturers, national administrators, 
retailers, electricity supply companies, consumers, standard bodies, researchers and other 
experts, and over 120 participants attended. Positive reactions were expressed by the. 
majority of representatives. A second workshop was organised by the Commission in 
April 1992 to discuss the. methodologies for setting energy efficiency standards for 
domestic refrigerators, to which all interested parties were again invited. At the 
workshop, a number of representatives of the appliance manufacturing industry, stressed 

· the need to fully investigate the possibilities for voluntary agreements by the industry to 
improve appliance efficiencies. Several discussions on this topic were held between 
representatives from the industry and in particular CECED, the European Association of 
Electrical Appliance Manufacturers and Commission officials assisted by various experts. 
Progress was also discussed in a number of meetings held with the· Member State 
administrations. Due to the highly competitive structure of the. sector any significant 

. Community wide voluntary agreement was extremely hard to·agree and the possibilities 
of a voluntary agreement was abandoned by manufacturers. A last offer of voluntary 
agreement was made recently (November 1993) to CECED, but the idea of a voluntary 
agreement has been definitively turned·down by CECED. After several meetings between 
Commission officials and .manufacturers, the General Secretary of CECED, Mr. Collins, 
implicitly accepted the envisaged. legislation with his letter to DG XVII of7 May 1993. 
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